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2801 N. Sheffield, 2nd Floor 

Chicago, Illinois 60657 
773-281-8130 

studioforchange.com 
 

Therapy Services Agreement 
 
NAME____________________________________________________        DATE OF BIRTH ________________  
 
ADDRESS_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
CITY__________________________________    STATE_________     ZIP___________  
 
PHONE______________________ EMAIL______________________________________________________ 
 
     I prefer to be contacted by (circle one or more):     Phone         Email    Mail 
 
EMERGENCY CONTACT___________________________________     RELATIONSHIP______________ 
  
PHONE#_____________________  EMAIL_______________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
INSURANCE INFORMATION 

 
INSURANCE COMPANY_______________________________________________ 

INSURANCE ID#__________________________________    GROUP # ______________________________  

INSURED’S NAME (if different than above)  _____________________________________________________ 

DATE OF BIRTH (Insured’s)_________________________  
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Welcome to the Studio For Change! 
 

This document contains important information about our professional services and business 
policies. Please read it carefully and note any questions that you might have so that we can 
discuss them with your therapist. Once you sign this, it will constitute a binding agreement 

between you and the Studio For Change. 
 
Psychological Services 
Psychotherapy is not easily described in general statements. It varies depending on the 
personality of both the therapist and the client and the particular problems that the client brings. 
There are different therapy approaches which can be utilized to deal with the problems you hope 
to address. Furthermore, psychotherapy requires active effort on your part. In order to be most 
successful, you will have to work on things talked about both during our sessions and at home. 
 
Psychotherapy has both risks and benefits. Risks sometimes include experiencing uncomfortable 
feelings such as sadness, guilt, anxiety, anger and frustration, loneliness, and helplessness. 
Psychotherapy often requires discussing unpleasant aspects of your life.  Psychotherapy has also 
been shown to have benefits for people who undertake it. Therapy often leads to a significant 
reduction in feelings of stress, better relationships, and resolutions of specific problems. But 
there are no guarantees about what will happen. 
 
Your first few sessions will involve an evaluation of your needs. By the end of the evaluation, 
your therapist will be able to offer you some initial impressions of what your work will include 
and an initial treatment plan to follow. You should evaluate this information along with your own 
assessment about whether you feel comfortable working with your therapist. Therapy involves a 
large commitment of time, money, and energy, so you should be very careful about the therapist 
you select.  If you have questions about our procedures, we should discuss them whenever they 
arise. If any doubts persist, your therapist will be happy to help you to secure an appropriate 
consultation with another mental health professional. 
 
Cancellation & Rescheduling Policy 
_________ (Client’s Initials) The Studio For Change requires 24 hour notice for any non-emergency 
cancelled appointments. Therapy appointments must be cancelled or rescheduled 24 hours 
before the scheduled date and time. Any same day, non-emergency cancelations or no call, no 
shows are subject to a cancellation fee of $100.00.  For such purposes we require a credit card 
number on file. 
 
Contacting Your Therapist 
Your therapist may not be immediately available by telephone.  While we are usually in the 
Studio For Change office during the week, we usually do not answer the phone when with a 
client.  When your therapist is not available, a confidential voice mailbox that is monitored 
frequently answers our telephone.  Your therapist will make every effort to return your call on 
the same day you make it apart from weekends and holidays.  If you cannot reach your therapist, 
and you feel that you cannot wait for a return call, you should call your family physician, 911, or 
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the emergency room at the nearest hospital and ask for the psychiatrist or psychologist on call.  If 
your therapist is unavailable for an extended period, you will be provided with the name of a 
trusted colleague whom you can contact if necessary. 
 
Drug and Alcohol Policy 
The Studio For Change requests that clients seeking services be drug and/or alcohol free during 
therapy appointments. That is, no illicit drugs or alcohol are to be consumed prior to a therapy 
session. 
 
Supervision/Consultation 
In order to provide the best quality services, therapists often receive clinical 
supervision/consultation. As well, your Studio For Change therapist may be working towards a 
specific level of professional licensure or advance certification. Your therapist’s approved clinical 
supervisor will have access to your client file and information. You have the right to know and 
contact the licensed, clinical supervisor overseeing your case at any time. All approved 
supervisors are held to the same confidentiality requirements as your therapist.  

 
Payments & Billing 

Professional Fees 
_________ (Client’s Initials) Your Studio For Change therapist bills at a rate of $160.00 per therapy 
hour ($250 for the initial assessment appointment). The therapy hour is typically 45-50 minutes 
in length.  In addition to weekly appointments, it is our practice to charge this amount on a 
prorated basis for other professional services you may require such as report writing, telephone 
conversations that last longer than 15 minutes, attendance at meetings or consultations with 
other professionals that you have authorized, preparation of records or treatment summaries, or 
the time required to perform any other service that you may request of your therapist.   
 
Insurance Reimbursement 
For us to set realistic treatment goals and priorities, it is important to evaluate what resources 
are available to pay for your treatment.  If you have a health insurance policy, it will usually 
provide some coverage for mental health treatment. Studio For Change will provide you with 
assistance in facilitating your receipt of the benefits to which you are entitled. However, you and 
not your insurance company are responsible for full payment of the fee that we have agreed to. 
Our insurance billing is serviced through a second party insurance biller and invoices for claims 
not paid by insurance may be sent directly to clients from our biller. 
 
You should also be aware that most insurance agreements require you to authorize that your 
therapist must provide a clinical diagnosis and sometimes may ask for additional clinical 
information such as a treatment plan or summary or in rare cases, a copy of the your entire 
record. This information will become part of the insurance company files, and, in all probability, 
some of it will be computerized. All insurance companies claim to keep such information 
confidential, but once it is in their hands, your therapist will have no control over what they do 
with it.  In some cases, they may share the information with a national medical information data 
bank.  If you request it, your therapist can provide you with a copy of any report submitted.  
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Once the Studio For Change has all of the information about your insurance benefits, your 
therapist will discuss what we can expect to accomplish with the benefits that are available and 
what will happen if the insurance benefits run out before you feel ready to end your sessions. In 
our experience, while benefits can be had from short-term therapy, many clients feel that more 
services are necessary after insurance benefits expire.   
It is important to remember that you always have the right to pay for our services yourself and 
avoid the complexities described above.   
 
Self-Pay / Opting Out of Payment by Insurance 
For clients not using insurance benefits to cover therapy services, the following conditions apply: 

• You have personally selected to not use your insurance benefits for payment for  
            counseling sessions.  This includes services provided by a Studio For  
            Change Therapist who are either in-network or out-of-network of my insurance  
            carrier. 

• You understand that if you opt out of using insurance benefits, you are responsible for 
submitting paid invoices to your insurance carrier to show payment toward your 
deductible. 

• If you later choose to use your insurance, your therapist is not liable or obligated to 
reimburse previous sessions where you opted out of insurance reimbursement.  Future 
use of insurance will begin following completion of new paperwork stating the change in 
insurance benefits and use and cannot be backdated to previous sessions.   

 
Good Faith Estimate Notice 
You have the right to receive a “Good Faith Estimate” explaining how much your medical care will 
cost. Under the law, health care providers need to give patients who don’t have insurance or 
who are not using insurance an estimate of the bill for medical items and services. You have the 
right to receive a Good Faith Estimate for the total expected cost of any non-emergency items or 
services. This includes related costs like medical tests, prescription drugs, equipment, and 
hospital fees. Make sure your health care provider gives you a Good Faith Estimate in writing at 
least 1 business day before your medical service or item. You can also ask your health care 
provider, and any other provider you choose, for a Good Faith Estimate before you schedule an 
item or service. If you receive a bill that is at least $400 more than your Good Faith Estimate, you 
can dispute the bill. Make sure to save a copy or picture of your Good Faith Estimate. For 
questions or more information about your right to a Good Faith Estimate, visit 
www.cms.gov/nosurprises. 
 
Court/Legal Proceedings and Custody Evaluations 
_________ (Client’s Initials) If you become involved in litigation for any reason that requires your 
therapist’s participation, you will be expected to pay for the professional time required.  Should 
your Studio For Change therapist be subpoenaed into court, a retainer of $1,000 will be charged 
to you, the client, as well as a rate of $250 per hour for any time spent both preparing for and 
appearing in court. Such time includes all phone calls, fax, emails, face-to-face meetings, 
transportation time and any additional costs involved in court preparation. Unless specifically 

http://www.cms.gov/nosurprises
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contracted, your Studio For Change therapist is not acting in the capacity of a custody 
evaluator and, therefore, is not available to testify for any reason throughout a divorce 
process.  
 
Paying Your Bill 
_________ (Client’s Initials) You will be expected to pay for each session at the time it is held, unless 
agreed otherwise or unless you have insurance coverage that requires another arrangement. 
Payment schedules for other professional services will be agreed to at the time these services are 
requested. In circumstances of unusual financial hardship, your therapist may be willing to 
negotiate a fee adjustment or installment plan. 
 
We work directly with BlueCross/Blue Shield and United Healthcare to receive reimbursement 
for services rendered as we are in-network with both companies.  All co-pay fees and unpaid 
deductibles are collected at the time of each visit. As a courtesy, we also submit paid invoices 
directly to Aetna, Cigna, and ValueOptions for clients with these insurances who are willing to 
accept their out-of-network benefits.  Please note, full payment is expected at the time of services 
for any out-of-network carriers.  In addition, the Studio For Change offers a “superbill” (aka 
receipt) for clients to submit to their insurance company directly for reimbursement.    
 
In the event you have not met your deductible, your full fee is due at each session until the 
deductible is satisfied.  Clients are responsible for all unpaid claims. If your account is more than 
60 days past due and suitable arrangements for payment have not been agreed to, Studio For 
Change has the option of using legal means to secure payment, including collection agencies or 
small claims court.  If such legal action is necessary, the costs of those proceedings will be 
included in the claim.   
 

 
Client Records & Confidentiality 

Professional Records 
The Studio For Change needs to ensure you are aware that your therapist is required to keep 
appropriate records of your work together such as dates seen and services performed.  These 
records are kept electronically within the TheraNest database along with your contact 
information. At times, your therapist may record psychotherapy notes from your sessions.  All 
attempts will be made to keep your clinical record as based on reported facts and clinical 
observations so that documented information cannot be misinterpreted.   
 
Confidentiality 
_________ (Client’s Initials) In general, the law protects the confidentiality of all communications 
between a client and a therapist, and your therapist can only release information about your 
work to others with your written permission.  However, there are several exceptions. In most 
judicial proceedings, you have the right to prevent your therapist from providing information 
about your treatment.  However, in some circumstances such as child custody proceedings and 
proceedings in which your emotional condition is an important element, a judge may require 
your therapist’s testimony if he or she determines that resolution of the issues demands it. 
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There are some situations in which your therapist is legally required to take action to protect you 
or others from harm, even though it requires revealing some information about a client’s 
treatment.  If your therapist believes that a child, an elderly person, or a disabled person is 
being abused or neglected, we are required to file a report with the appropriate state 
agency.   
 
If your therapist believes that a client is threatening serious bodily harm to themselves or 
another, we are required to take protective actions.  This may include contacting a family 
member and/or the police, facilitating assessment for psychiatric hospitalization and/or 
notifying a potential victim of possible harm.   The situations described above have rarely arisen 
in our practice.  Should such a situation occur, your therapist will make every effort to fully 
discuss it with you before taking any action.   
 
While this written summary of exceptions to confidentiality should prove helpful in informing 
you about potential problems, it is important that we discuss any questions or concerns that you 
may have at our next meeting.  The laws governing these issues are quite complex, and your 
therapist is not an attorney.  While your Studio For Change therapist is happy to discuss these 
issues with you, should you need specific advice, formal legal consultation may be desirable.  
Upon request, your therapist will provide you with relevant portions or summaries of the 
applicable state laws governing these issues. 
 
Release of Information for Non-Client Payors 
_________ (Client’s Initials) I give consent for SFC staff to discuss billing agreement/issues with 
parties responsible for paying for SFC services.  Only billing and payment information (which 
includes dates of service) will be discussed.  This option may be revoked at any time and is null 
and void if client is paying for their own services. 

 
Acknowledgment of Receipt for Notice of Privacy Practices 
_________ (Client’s Initials) I have read, understand and if desired, received a copy of the Studio For 
Change’s Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Notice of Privacy Practices.   
 
Referred by 
I was referred to the Studio For Change by:  ______________________________________________ 
_________ (Client’s Initials) The Studio For Change has my permission to send a thank you note to 
this person or organization. 
 
Questions/Concerns 
Please address all questions or concerns related to this agreement or therapy services with your 
therapist.  Should your questions/concerns not be addressed to your satisfaction, please contact 
the Studio For Change Director, Dr. Julia Rahn at 773-281-8130 x820 or by email at 
julia@studioforchange.com. 
 
 

mailto:julia@studioforchange.com
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Consent for Treatment 
 
Signed Consent to Receive Services 
Your signature below indicates that you have read the information in this document and 
agree to abide by its terms during our professional relationship. 
 
Print Name ____________________________ Signature __________________________ Date _____________ 
 
Therapist Signature_____________________________________   Date_______________________      
 
 
Family Members /Significant Others Participating In Treatment 
Your signature below indicates that you have read the information in this document and 
agree to abide by its terms during our professional relationship.      
 
Print Name __________________________ Signature ______________________________ Date ____________ 
 
Print Name __________________________ Signature ______________________________ Date ____________ 
 
Print Name __________________________ Signature ______________________________ Date ____________ 
 

 
Credit Card Information 

 
Type of Card (check one):   � Visa    � MasterCard    � Discover    � AmEx 

Name on Card (please print) _____________________________________________________________ 

Credit Card number________________________________________________________________________     

Expiration Date #______________  3 Digit Code on back____________  

Card Holder’s Billing Address_________________________________ Apartment#___________ 

City_____________________________  State_____________  Zip______________ 

By my signature below, I certify that I understand that this credit card information is to remain on secure 
file with Studio For Change until the termination of treatment.  I authorize all treatment charges, co-
payments, unmet deductibles, and late cancellation charges to be billed with this credit card unless I 
request otherwise. 

 
Signature__________________________________________________  Date __________________ 
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Studio For Change Newsletter 

 
Occasionally, the Studio For Change sends out a newsletter via email to provide information on 
current mental health topics.  This newsletter will also include information about upcoming 
Studio events or groups, newly hired staff and/or recent staff accomplishments.   
 
I would like to receive the Studio For Change newsletter (circle one):     Yes  No   
 
If yes, best email to send this newsletter:  _______________________________________________ 
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